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Motivation
Data synthesis methods can be used to

predict missing modal ities in incom-

plete datasets. Some people have

found that using synthetic data can

improve classification accuracy.

But synthesis models mostly transform

existing information. Why does data

synthesis sti l l help classification?

Data synthesis models can provide non-

l inear transformations of the data,

which can be useful for classifiers that

cannot do this on their own.

Using synthetic data, you can train a

single classifier on samples with

different missing modal ities. This gave

better results than training on subsets.

Method 1 : Neural networks
Neural networks can be trained to

predict one modal ity from the others.

Because a network predicts only one

modal ity, you need multiple networks

to predict al l modal ities.

Method 2: Restricted Boltzmann
machines (RBMs)
With RBMs, a single model can be used

to predict any of the sequences.

Synthetic data improved the

accuracy of our linear SVMs. . .

but synthetic data did not

improve our random forests.

The classifiers can also be trained with

values from the RBM’s hidden layer.

This is a non-l inear transformation of

the input, so it wi l l be more useful to a

simple l inear classifier than to more

flexible classifiers.

Explanation 2: Synthesis models provide new transformations of the data

Explanation 1 : Synthesis
allows more training data

More flexible classifiers can extract the

same information from the original

data and wil l not become much better

from using synthetic data.

Training on the RBM’s hidden layer

helped the linear SVMs more than

the random forests.

Synthetic data can improve

classification accuracy when training

with incomplete datasets.

We proposed synthesis using RBMs to

natural ly handle incomplete samples.

Synthetic data can help because it

al lows training with more samples and

can provide useful transformations.

This depends on the type of classifier.

Conclusions

Experiments
We did experiments with two synthesis

methods and two classifiers.

We used data from the BRATS 201 3

brain tumor segmentation dataset.




